Media Violence Causes Youth Violence
Senate Committee on the Judiciary
The links between media violence and youth violence have been periodically explored by
various U.S. government agencies, including congressional committees. In 1999, in the
wake of a series of violent school shootings, the majority staff of the Senate Committee
on the Judiciary prepared a report on media violence, excerpts of which form the
following viewpoint. According to the committee, numerous research studies have
shown that media violence has detrimental effects on the psychological development of
children. Violence in television, motion pictures, and other media can cause children to
be more violent, desensitized to violence, and fearful of the world.
As you read, consider the following questions:
* How much violence are children exposed to by watching television, according to the
authors?
* In what ways do the authors contend that media violence can harm even young
children?
* What concerns do the authors express about violent lyrics in popular songs?
The statistics are chilling. In 1997, law enforcement agencies in the United States
arrested an estimated 2.8 million persons under age 18. Of that number, an estimated
2,500 juveniles were arrested for murder and 121,000 for other violent crimes.
According to the FBI, juveniles accounted for 19% of all arrests, 14% of all murder
arrests, and 17% of all violent crime arrests in 1997. While the number of arrests of
juveniles for violent crimes declined slightly from 1996 to 1997, the number of juvenile
violent crime arrests in 1997 was still 49% above the 1988 level.
James Q. Wilson, one of our foremost experts on crime, has observed, "Youngsters are
shooting at people at a far higher rate than at any time in recent history." The Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention ("CDC") reports that a survey showed that some 5.9%
of the American high school students surveyed said that they had carried a gun in the
30 days prior to the survey. Equally troubling, that survey also shows that 18% of high
school students carry a knife, razor, firearm, or other weapon on a regular basis, and 9%
of them take a weapon to school. While studies show that the amount of youth violence
has started to decline, the CDC warns that "the prevalence of youth violence and school
violence is still unacceptably high."...
Causes of Violence
Fortunately, our nation's growing alarm carries with it a collective will for finding a
solution. Americans know that something is wrong, and they are united in their desire to
address the problem of youth violence. Americans also realize that a variety of factors
underlie this national tragedy, including disintegrating nuclear families, child abuse and
neglect, drug and alcohol abuse, a lack of constructive values, a revolving-door juvenile
justice system, and pervasive media violence....
Those who would focus solely on the instrumentalities children use to cause harm surely
are mistaken. After all, there are unlimited ways that a child bent on violence can harm
another person. Thus, limiting the access of troubled children to firearms and other
weapons is but one aspect of a comprehensive approach. The remainder of that
approach must address this question: Why does a child turn to violence?
A growing body of research concludes that media violence constitutes one significant
part of the answer. With respect to television violence alone, a 1993 report by University
of Washington epidemiologist Brandon S. Centerwall expresses a startling finding: "[If],
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hypothetically, television technology had never been developed, there would be 10,000
fewer homicides each year in the United States, 70,000 fewer rapes, and 700,000 fewer
injurious assaults. Violent crime would be half what it is." Plainly, any solution to the
juvenile violence problem that fails to address media violence is doomed to failure.
A Culture of Media Violence
American media are exceedingly violent. With television, analysis of programming for 20
years (1973 to 1993) found that over the years, the level of violence in prime-time
programming remained at about 5 violent acts per hour. An August 1994 report by the
Center for Media and Public Affairs reported that in one 18-hour day in 1992, observing
10 channels of all major kinds of programs, 1,846 different scenes of violence were
noted, which translated to more than 10 violent scenes per hour, per channel, all day. A
follow-up study conducted in 1994, found a 41% increase in violent scenes to 2,605,
which translated to almost 15 scenes of violence per hour. Like television, our cinemas
are full of movies that glamorize bloodshed and violence, and one need only listen to
popular music radio and stroll down the aisle of almost any computer store to see that
our music and video games are similarly afflicted.
Not only are our media exceedingly violent; they are also ubiquitous. The percentage of
households with more than one television set has reached n all-time high of 87%, and
roughly &#189; of American children have a television set in their room. Forty-six
percent of all homes with children have access to at least one television set, a VCR,
home video game equipment and a personal computer, and 88.7% of such homes have
either home video game equipment, a personal computer, or both.
What does that mean for our children? Most children now have unprecedented
technological avenues for accessing the "entertainment" our media industries provide.
The average 7th grader watches about 4 hours of television per day, and 60% of those
shows contain some violence. The average 7th grader plays electronic games at least 4
hours per week, and 50% of those games are violent. According to the American
Psychiatric Association, by age 18 an American child will have seen 16,000 simulated
murders and 200,000 acts of violence.
The Littleton, Colorado, school massacre1 has spawned a national debate over how to
respond to this culture of media violence. In May 1999, a USA Today/CNN/Gallup poll
found that 73% of Americans believe that TV and movies are partly to blame for juvenile
crime. A Time/CNN poll found that 75% of teens 13 to 17 years of age believe the
Internet is partly responsible for crimes like the Littleton shootings, 66% blame violence
in movies, television, and music, and 56% blame video game violence.
In response, many, including the President, have called for studies to determine what
effect that culture has on our children. Yet, we should not use such studies to dodge our
responsibility to the American people. At least with respect to television and movies,
existing research already demonstrates a solid link between media violence and the
violent actions of our youth. Dr. Leonard D. Eron, a senior research scientist and
professor of psychology at the University of Michigan, has estimated that television
alone is responsible for 10% of youth violence. "The debate is over," begins a position
paper on media violence by the American Psychiatric Association, "[f]or the last three
decades, the one predominant finding in research on the mass media is that exposure
to media portrayals of violence increases aggressive behavior in children." In the words
of Jeffrey McIntyre, legislative and federal affairs officer for the American Psychological
Association, "To argue against it is like arguing against gravity."
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Studies of Television and Film Violence
It has been estimated that more than 1,000 studies on the effects of television and film
violence have been done during the past 40 years. In the last decade the American
Medical Association, the American Academy of Pediatrics, the American Academy of
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry, and the National Institute of Mental Health have
separately reviewed many of these studies. Each of these reviews has reached the same
conclusion: television violence leads to real-world violence. The National Institute of
Mental Health reported that "television violence is as strongly correlated with aggressive
behavior as any variable that has been measured." A comprehensive study conducted by
the Surgeon General's Office in 1972, and updated in 1982, found television violence a
contributing factor to increases in violent crime and antisocial behavior; a 1984 United
States Attorney General's Task Force study on family violence revealed that viewing
television violence contributed to acting-out violence in the home; and recently, the
National Television Violence Study, a 3-year project that examined the depiction of
violent behavior across more than 8,200 programs, concluded that televised violence
teaches aggressive attitudes and behaviors, desensitization to violence, and increased
fear of becoming victimized by violence. The majority of the existing social and
behavioral science studies, taken together, agree on the following basic points: (1)
constant viewing of televised violence has negative effects on human character and
attitudes; (2) television violence encourages violent forms of behavior and influences
moral and social values about violence in daily life; (3) children who watch significant
amounts of television violence have a greater likelihood of exhibiting later aggressive
behavior; (4) television violence affects viewers of all ages, intellect, socioeconomic
levels, and both genders; and (5) viewers who watch significant amounts of television
violence perceive a meaner world and overestimate the possibility of being a victim of
violence.
Harming Children
The research has also shown that television violence can harm even young children.
Researchers have performed longitudinal studies of the impact of television violence on
young children as they mature into adults. One such study, begun in 1960, examined
600 people at age 8, age 18, and age 30. The researchers concluded that boys at age 8
who had been watching more television violence than other boys grew up to be more
aggressive than other boys, and they also grew up to be more aggressive and violent
than one would have expected them to be on the basis of how aggressive they were as
8-year-olds. A second similar study, which included girls, arrived at a similar
conclusion: children who watched more violence behaved more aggressively the next
year than those who watched less violence on television, and more aggressively than
anticipated based on their behavior the previous year. Professor L. Rowell Huesmann,
one of the researchers behind these studies, summarized his findings before a Senate
committee earlier this year [1999]:
Not every child who watches a lot of violence or plays a lot of violent games will grow up
to be violent. Other forces must converge, as they did recently in Colorado. But just as
every cigarette increases the chance that someday you will get lung cancer, every
exposure to violence increases the chances that some day a child will behave more
violently than they otherwise would.
Some experts also believe that children can become addicted to violence. "Violence is
like the nicotine in cigarettes," states Lieutenant Colonel Dave Grossman, a former
Green Beret and West Point psychology professor who now heads the Killology Research
Group. "The reason why the media has to pump ever more violence into us is because
we've built up a tolerance. In order to get the same high, we need ever-higher levels....
The television industry has gained its market share through an addictive and toxic
ingredient."
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Not surprisingly, many have come to view television and film violence as a national
public health problem. The American Academy of Pediatrics, for instance, recently
published a report advocating a national media education program to mitigate the
negative impact of the harmful media messages seen and heard by children and
adolescents. Robert Lichter, president of the Center for Media and Public Affairs, a
nonprofit research group in Washington, D.C., has framed the issue in language we can
all understand: "If you're worried about what your kid eats, you should worry about what
your kid' s watching."
Less research has been done on the effect of music, video games, and the Internet on
children. Nonetheless, on the basis of both that research and the research findings
concerning television and film, experts confidently predict that violent music, video
games, and Internet material also will be found to have harmful effects on children.
Violent Music and Lyrics
Few would doubt the overall effect music has on people. In Plato's Republic, Socrates
said that "musical training is a more potent instrument than any other, because rhythm
and harmony find their way into the inward places of the soul, on which they mightily
fasten." Music affects our moods, our attitudes, our emotions, and our behavior; we
wake to it, dance to it, and sometimes cry to it. From infancy it is an integral part of our
lives.
As virtually any parent with a teenager can attest, music holds an even more special
place in the hearts and minds of our young people. Academic studies confirm this
wisdom. One survey of 2,760 14-to-16-year-olds in 10 different cities found that they
listened to music an average of 40 hours per week. Research has also shown that the
average teenager listens to 10,500 hours of rock music during the years between the
7th and 12th grades.
Inadequate attention has been paid to the effect on children of violent music lyrics.
Although no studies have documented a cause-and-effect relationship between violent
lyrics and aggressive behavior, studies do indicate that a preference for heavy metal
music may be a significant marker for alienation, substance abuse, psychiatric
disorders, suicide risk, sex-role stereotyping, or risk-taking behaviors during
adolescence. In addition, a Swedish study has found that adolescents who developed an
early interest in rock music were more likely to be influenced by their peers and less
influenced by their parents than older adolescents.
With good reason, then, parents are concerned about the music lyrics their children
hear. And parents should be concerned. Despite historic, bipartisan remedial legislation
by the state and federal governments, it is stunning even to the casual listener how
much modern music glorifies acts of violence. Studies show that modern music lyrics
have become increasingly explicit, particularly concerning sex, drugs, and, most
troubling, violence against women. For example, the rock band Nine Inch Nails released
a song titled "Big Man with a Gun," which triumphantly describes a sexual assault at gun
point. Such hatred and violence against women are widespread and unmistakable in
mainstream hip-hop and alternative music. Consider the singer "Marilyn Manson,"
whose less vulgar lyrics include: "Who says date rape isn't kind?"; "Let's just kill everyone
and let your god sort them out"; and "The housewife I will beat, the pro-life I will kill."
Other Manson lyrics cannot be repeated here. Or consider Eminem, the hip-hop artist
featured frequently on MTV, who recently wrote "Bonnie and Clyde," a song in which he
described killing his child's mother and dumping her body in the ocean....
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We must not ignore the fact that these violent, misogynist images may ultimately affect
the behavior and attitudes of many young men toward women. Writing about such lyrics
in 1996, William J. Bennett, Senator Joseph Lieberman, and C. DeLores Tucker posed the
following question: "What would you do if you discovered that someone was
encouraging your sons to kill people indiscriminately, to find fun in beating and raping
girls, and to use the word 'motherf----er' at least once in every sentence?" While the
authors directed that question specifically to parents, it is best addressed to all
Americans.
Examining Video Games and the Internet
Interactive video games and the Internet have become the entertainment of choice for
America's adolescents. Nearly seven in ten homes with children now [1999] have a
personal computer (68.2%), and 41% of homes with children have access to the Internet.
Annual video game revenues in the United States exceed $10 billion, nearly double the
amount of money Americans spend going to the movies. On average, American children
who have home video game machines play with them about 90 minutes a day.
The video games of choice for our youth are those that contain depictions of violence. A
1993 study, for instance, asked 357 seventh- and eighth-graders to select their
preferences among five categories of video games. Thirty-two percent of the children
selected the category "fantasy violence," and 17% selected "human violence." Only 2% of
the children chose "educational games."
Parents are concerned that the fantasy violence in video games could lead their children
to real-world violence. That concern intensified when Americans learned that the two
juveniles responsible for the Littleton massacre had obsessively played the ultra-violent
video game "Doom." Americans also recalled that the 14-year-old boy who shot eight
classmates in Paducah, Kentucky, in 1997, had been an avid player of video games. As
the New York Times observed, "the search for the cause in the Littleton shootings
continues, and much of it has come to focus on violent video games."
Here, too, the concern of parents is justified. Studies indicate that violent video games
have an effect on children similar to that of violent television and film. That is,
prolonged exposure of children to violent video games increases the likelihood of
aggression. Some authorities go even further, concluding that the violent actions
performed in playing video games are even more conducive to aggressive behavior.
According to this view, the more often children practice fantasy acts of violence, the
more likely they are to carry out real-world violent acts. As Professor Brian Stonehill,
creator of the media studies program at Pomona College in Claremont, California,
states: "The technology is going from passive to active. The violence is no longer
vicarious with interactive media. It's much more pernicious and worrisome." Another
researcher characterizes such games as sophisticated simulators, similar to those used
in military training.
Equally troubling, video games often present violence in a glamorized light. Typical
games cast players in the role of a shooter, with points scored for each "kill."
Furthermore, advertising for such games often touts the violent conduct as a selling
point--the more graphic and extreme, the better. For example, the advertisement for
the game "Destrega" reads: "Let the slaughter begin"; and for the game "Subspace,"
"Meet people from all over the world, then kill them." As the popularity and graphic
nature of such games increase, so does the harm to our youth. As Lt. Col. Dave
Grossman bluntly warns, "We're not just teaching kids to kill. We're teaching them to like
it."...
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No More Debate
The effect of media violence on our children is no longer open to debate. Countless
studies have shown that a steady diet of television, movie, music, video game, and
Internet violence plays a significant role in the disheartening number of violent acts
committed by America's youth. We must now devote ourselves to reducing the amount
and degree of violence in our media and to shielding our children from such harmful
depictions.
FootnotesFootnotes
1. On April 20, 1999, two eighteen-year-old boys set bombs and opened fire on
students and teachers at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colorado, killing thirteen
and wounding twenty-three before taking their own lives.
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